Political and Institutional Conditions for Governance by Association: Private Order and Price Controls in American Fire Insurance
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Under what conditions can firms institute associations to control competition, solve market failures, or promote dynamic efficiency? Ever since Mancur Olson’s classic statement of the problem of collective action, research on economic organization has come to view free riding, defection, and prisoner’s dilemmas as the central obstacles to coordinating markets through associations.1 The rub: Firms, industries, and even economies would be better off if firms joined together, agreed to cooperate, and assumed the costs of maintaining prices or producing collective goods. However, firms will find it individually more profitable to cheat on agreements, free ride on others’ contributions, and “sucker” their peers. Hence, absent special conditions, associations, cooperatives, or other such bases of private order will prove too costly to organize and will be unenforceable and unstable. For some scholars, these problems are serious enough to dismiss governance by association as generally nonviable.2 And while cases of successful self-regulation have tempered this pessimism, researchers continue to view Olson’s collective action problem as the central barrier to cooperation and pose the resolution of that problem as the critical condition for private association.

1 I thank Lisa Clemen, Woody Powell, Michael Hechter, Gerry Berk, Chick Perrow, Sun-Ki Chai, members of the University of Arizona Social Organization Seminar, and the Editorial Board of Politics & Society for thoughtful comments on earlier drafts of this paper. The research presented here was supported in part by a grant from the Social and Behavioral Science Research Institute at the University of Arizona. The usual caveats apply.
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Analyzing self-regulation in American fire insurance, I argue that problems of predation and institutional authorization are as vital for association as problems of enforcement. Managing bad faith is essential for cooperative responses to market pressures. Yet associations must also be endorsed or at least tolerated as rational or fair by state officials, experts, consumers, and other actors in the institutional environment. Authorization matters because firms sometimes need state support to solve enforcement problems. More important, associations foster externalities, monopolistic predation, and other forms of collective opportunism. At a minimum, predation will dissipate potential performance gains from association and decrease outsiders' willingness to delegate public authority to sector organizations. Predation can even evoke counterorganization, crises of legitimacy, and political opposition in the broader surround. These external dynamics not only intensify firms' internal collective action problems but can also culminate in statist or antitrust policies that suppress association. In this article, I (1) document the two faces of self-regulation and (2) identify conditions under which consumers, state officials, and other outsiders will endorse association as an alternative to states, markets, or corporate hierarchies.

My analysis exploits two insights often set aside by research on associations. First, as emphasized by the new organizational institutionalism, economic governance is always embedded in broader institutional settings or fields. Constituted in large part by already organized actors, established structures of interaction and power, and taken-for-granted models of order, these fields subject rational-adaptive behavior to their own dynamics, evaluative criteria, and demands, and constrain or enable market organization. Second, associations are corruptible systems of rule that concentrate power and take prices out of the market. They can promote rent seeking, expose consumers to arbitrary appropriation, and create political problems of justification or value. Paraphrasing Granovetter, cooperation and trust may be vital for managing market failures and achieving high-performance production. But trust and solved prisoner's dilemmas are also bases for honor among thieves and can induce theft and predation among otherwise honorable actors.

I begin by conceptualizing association as a nested project that must solve two sets of dynamically linked problems—problems of enforcement and problems of predation and institutional authorization. I then turn to fire insurance and show how solving collective action problems was necessary, but not sufficient, for association. As insurers overcame enforcement problems, they evoked hostility, statist threats, and trust-busting politics in the broader surround, reactions that increased the cost of cooperation for insurers within the industry. In Section 3, I document the structural changes, cultural work, and political settlements that altered participants' interests, deflected insurers away from purely redistributive acts, and rendered self-regulation acceptable to outsiders. Using these findings, I discuss when and how firms can institute associations as an alternative to other forms of economic order.

1. ASSOCIATION AS A NESTED SET OF PROBLEMS

The literature on association is replete with claims that prisoner's dilemmas and problems of internal control are the pivotal issues in building associational order. In economics, this view has dominated and produced a small industry of research on the enforcement practices and stability of cartels. Prisoner's dilemmas and enforcement also figure centrally in capture theories of regulation, neocorporatist accounts of private government, analyses of common-pool resource governance, and historical studies of association. In all these accounts, crafting associations depends on (1) whether firms can manage enforcement problems and costs within their domain and (2) the factors that affect those costs.

Researchers recognize that associations have effects and determinants beyond their confines. First, economists have long condemned associations as rent-seeking devices that impose externalities on consumers, usually by raising prices. As such, associations can generate hostility among outsiders and lead entrepreneurial politicians to attack the industry. Scholars even suggest that associations lack their own normative bases or legitimating principles and must internalize externalities via encompassing schemes and other means that ensure public-regarding behavior. Second, researchers argue that firms may not be able to solve enforcement problems unless the state makes compacts legally binding. These problems may lead firms to seek state power, although scholars disagree on the facilitating conditions. Where economists argue that "politics" deters firms from capturing the state for fear that outsiders will use regulation against them, political scientists argue that association requires autonomous states to counterbalance private power, contain factionalism, and direct firms toward public ends.

Unfortunately, researchers have yet to develop these insights into a treatment of rent seeking and the institutional dynamics of associations that stands on par with the institutionalist view. Instead, they invoke politics and the state as exogenous factors or bracket externalities, either as a strategy to isolate internal dynamics or by stressing consumers' collective action problems. In fact, scholars often assert that externalities yield little opposition because consumers have small stakes in any one industry; are numerous, diverse, and dispersed; and face intractable organizing problems. As a result, there are few sustained studies of the contextual dynamics of association or of the conditions under which autonomous states or hostile publics might endorse or enforce collective self-regulation.

To address these dynamics more systematically, I view association as broadly akin to a nested or two-level game in which firms must simultaneously manage logics of membership and logics of influence. Three features of this nesting are important. First, association takes place in two arenas, each with its own problems and dynamics. Within a sector, firms try to organize cooperation among industry
members and face the dilemmas and enforcement problems described by existing research. However, this internal game is embedded within a broader political-institutional field. In that arena, the key players are the industry’s consumers, expert communities, regulatory agencies, incumbent and would-be legislators, and public opinion organizations like daily newspapers. Here, the critical issues involve predation and monopoly power, the legitimacy of firms’ organizational choices, and the ways that industry outsiders evaluate and counterorganize in response to firms’ associational efforts. Generally speaking, industry outsiders initially face two sets of strategy choices. They must decide whether or not to counterorganize and engage in public debate. And should they opt to organize, outsiders can either side with the industry or oppose firms’ associational efforts through antitrust laws, direct state control, or their own productive enterprises. To be sure, outsiders’ choices depend on the organizational capacities of consumers, state actors, and expert groups and on institutional factors like state structure and prevailing models of order. Yet players at this level can subject firms to criticism, statist intervention, and trust-busting policies that are as problematic for association as problems of internal control.

Second, the two problems and arenas are dynamically linked. Efforts and outcomes in one arena or game will create problems, alter payoffs, and activate or subvert discourse, coalitions, and organizing efforts in the other. And as noninstitutionalists have emphasized, the connections between actors and their contexts are both material and symbolic. Thus, as firms solve enforcement problems, they create opportunities and incentives for predation and collective opportunism. They subject consumers to high prices, confront state actors with competing systems of power, and increase the payoffs to counterorganization for consumers and other outsiders. Furthermore, by subverting impersonal market forces, associations raise questions about what constitutes fair value or a reasonable price and can evoke crises of sociopolitical legitimacy.14 Depending on the circumstances, association can prompt other centers of power to withdraw their support from the industry and reduce outsiders’ willingness to delegate public authority to sector organizations. It can also foster hostile public opinion and supply entrepreneurial politicians and others with evidence and rhetorical resources for criticizing the industry, reframing public debates, and mobilizing anti-industry coalitions.15 Conversely, politics and public criticism can supply firms with rationales and political cover for defection and factionalism and raise the costs of interfirm cooperation. Anticompany politics can even prompt firms that feel mistreated by associations to exploit anti-industry sentiments and turn to outsiders for help, thereby further fueling the cycle.16

Finally, politics and the links between arenas make solving enforcement problems necessary but not sufficient for associational order. In fact, solving problems of predation and meeting the conditions for authorization may be essential both for mitigating anticompany politics and for containing free riding within the industry. As I document below, market failures may leave consumers and others receptive to arguments for association. Yet the likelihood that outsiders will endorse associations also depends on the development of a compelling theory of value and pricing practices that express prevailing views of rationality and justice. Authorization is also more likely when associations incorporate trading partners into the system via collective bargaining or other gain-sharing devices; when consumers or states are sufficiently organized to deflect associations toward improvement, positive-sum games, or the production of public goods; and when credible regulatory safeguards exist. Without these conditions, associations will be vulnerable to criticism, politics, and feedback loops between external pressure and internal instability and will rapidly give way to other forms of market control.

The following pages document these dynamics and explore the conditions for association via a historical analysis of American fire insurance. This industry is ideally suited for this task. First, as was common in the nineteenth century, fire insurers turned to associations to control price competition, stabilize markets, and standardize products or processes. Yet, unlike most other American industries, fire insurers consolidated rather than abandoned associations and price controls at the century’s end. They rejected vertical integration and the giant corporate hierarchy for a more decentralized and cooperatively organized mixture of national firms, regional insurers, state companies, and independent local distributors. Moreover, insurance associations evolved two powerful—and diametrically opposed—responses from outsiders. From the 1880s until the early 1900s, associations sparked a nationwide political struggle over the “insurance trust,” anticompetitive bans in over half the states, and statist rate making. But during the 1900s and 1910s, state legislatures, state legislatures, and consumers began to endorse fire insurance associations. By 1920, more than twenty states had sanctioned association; by 1950, this stance was nearly universal. This shift provides unique opportunities for identifying when and why consumers, regulators, and other institutional actors will endorse association as an alternative to states, markets, and corporate hierarchies.

2. PROBLEMS OF ASSOCIATION IN FIRE INSURANCE

From 1865 through the early 1900s, fire insurers labored to construct a multilevel system of associations and organized more than one thousand combinations, data pools, and price-fixing schemes.17 In part, this outpouring reflected the insurance market failures produced by unbridled competition and the need for cooperation. Insurers depended on collective inputs like pooled loss experience and had to enact coordinated rate advances in order to absorb shock losses from conflagrations.18 However, the staggering number of associations also reflected the persistent obstacles insurers faced in instituting cooperative systems.
Enforcement problems. As existing research would expect, insurance associations faced an almost intractable problem of “bad faith.”17 Insurers appreciated that they would be better off if they standardized risk classifications and combined loss data. They also appreciated the gains they could realize if they fixed prices collectively and cooperated in rate advances. Moreover, insurers organized compacts to these ends. However, compact members found it more profitable to cheat on their agreements. They withheld loss data for private use, cut rates and offered rebates to get business, and “embarrassed” rivals who advanced rates. Furthermore, nonmembers and new entrants free rode on data pools and price-fixing schemes by copying rate schedules and by charging rates just below those fixed by associations. Taking business from loyalists, these efforts fueled further defections and often snowballed into factionalism and organizational collapse. Growing numbers and increasing diversity in the industry regarding costs and competitive strategy only amplified the enforcement problem.

Undeterred, insurers enhanced their enforcement powers through internal and external means.20 Between 1880 and 1900, insurers decentralized governance via a multilevel strategy of local, state, and regional association; created independent rate-making bureaus; and employed precommitment compacts that only obliged firms if 85 or 90 percent of their peers signed on. Through these schemes, insurers decomposed organizing into more manageable tasks, reduced the probability of being suckered, and insulated rate making from factional interests and local breakdowns. At the same time, associations built monitoring and sanctioning capabilities through “stamping offices” that audited agents’ daily reports and, through fines, deposit schemes and organized price wars against free riders. Furthermore, company associations instituted mutual boycotting schemes that brought agents, brokers, and their associations into the enforcement process. These schemes forced agents and brokers to boycott companies that cheated or remained outside an accord. As such, they denied compact violators access to reinsurance and distribution networks and granted associations “powers, which, if they are to be exercised at all, should belong to the State.”21

As a group, these innovations helped insurers consolidate a regionally differentiated system of associations and price controls during the 1880s and 1890s. While imperfect, this system helped insurers advance rates and withstand conflagrations without massive bankruptcies and provided companies with sufficient control over markets that they rejected state regulation. Yet solving enforcement problems was not sufficient for association. As insurers made progress against their own collective action problems, they raised the specter of appropriation and predation and evoked higher level games that put their project in peril.

Rent seeking I: Hostile public sentiment. The reactions of Missouri property owners to the “Fetter Bureau” in the early 1890s were typical.22 Organized by a broker to inspect risks and fix prices in Kansas City and the rest of Missouri outside St. Louis, the bureau quickly moved to raise rates and eliminate rebates. Responses were unequivocal. According to the Jefferson City Tribune, the bureau was as iniquitous and unlawful a combine as was ever formed to rob the people. That the people have been systematically plundered through this insurance combine there is no doubt, and it is time that something was done to check the evil.

Other papers agreed, as did merchants such as one hard-pressed druggist: “That bastard Fetter is ruining me! I have to have fire insurance. . . . How can I pay this kind of rates when nobody has money?” Similarly, rate hikes in Ohio sparked protests as prices had already “left a bitter brown taste in the mouths of the public.”23 From the 1870s through 1900, insurance association evoked criticism and hostile sentiments.

Costs were partly responsible for this acrimony. Fire insurance was necessary for credit and thus an essential purchase for homeowners, farmers, and businessmen. In addition, bureaus like Fetter’s routinely sought to raise rates via “flat advances” of 10 to 25 percent. But policyholders knew that insurance meant sharing burdens and would accept their share if rates could be justified. And that was the problem: By concentrating economic power and superseding the “natural play” of impersonal market forces, associations not only increased insureds’ costs and exposed insureds to the risk of appropriation, but they also raised questions about the fairness of prices and created a problem of sociopolitical legitimacy.

Insurers presented insurance a necessary “tariff” upon the community to cover fire losses.24 Furthermore, companies tried to justify rates in the late nineteenth century in terms of the need to collect tariffs sufficient to “repair the fire waste” and cover extra-hazardous conditions like negligence or the use of kerosene. Firms also invoked the data, that is, their “loss experience,” poor “aggregate results,” or high “loss ratios.” In effect, insurers sought to articulate rate norms and present rating bureaus in ways that resonated with prevailing principles of rationality, science, and merit.

Nevertheless, insurance associations typically proceeded in an ad hoc manner and took from the public whatever, wherever, and whenever they could. Companies were driven by their own pressures, like conflagrations, shifting competitive conditions, and rate wars in far-off places. And with market control came incentives and opportunities for rent seeking. Thus, insurers consistently violated their own principles, providing policyholders, politicians, and the press with events and rhetorical weapons for reframing associations and attacking the combine.25

Criticism in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries expressed three concerns: rates were “extortionate,” rates were “unfairly discriminating,” and rate-making bodies acted capriciously, without reference to experience or reason.26 The discrimination charge elaborated claims of extortion and concerns with equality and merit. Large commercial risks paid much lower rates than “preferred
risks” like dwellings, schoolhouses, and detached stores. Preferred risks burned less often than factories or warehouses and cost less to service but lacked market power. In addition, disparities in rates across locations fed fears that prudent country folk were being forced to bear the costs of the profligate ways of big city life and that Eastern interests sought to extract wealth from the West and South. These fears stemmed from regional rate differentials and growing competition between combine insurers and “home companies” based outside the Northeastern metropoleis.27

Yet what proved most galling was the fact that companies and their agents could neither explain nor justify their rates when policyholders and public officials complained. “Is there not something fundamentally wrong,” asked the Beardstown, Illinois City Council in 1901, in a rating system that allows a low rate when a town has no protection and then insists on high rates after a fire department is established? Can it be explained to a fair minded public?28

In cases like these, or when insurers imposed flat advances, agents “have no reasonable excuse.”

It is palpably without reason. . . . The lot of the local agent in dealing with the assured when rates are being raised, lines canceled, improvements being demanded, etc., is not an enviable one. [It is] a most embarrassing proceeding to approach friends with a canceled policy or to get a rate that is sharply advanced. . . . The vacillating policy of some companies, the rate fluctuations without apparent reason . . . cannot reasonably be explained.29

Even “Czar Fetter” was forced to concede that the emperor had no clothes.

I had no figures or experiences from any of the companies showing their losses or profits on the various classifications. . . . [Rates] were what I considered fair, but might be termed guesses.30

In short, association produced a problem of justification and a crisis of sociopolitical legitimacy. “[I]f the companies,” wrote an analyst of conditions in the 1890s,

had possessed any standard by which fire hazards could have been measured, or any sufficient data through which such standards might have been constructed [or] had they known approximately the costs of carrying the various classes of risk which they were called upon to insure, they might have completely forestalled all the hostile legislation that was to follow [and] the public would have rested content.31

According to a turn-of-the-century Ohio Agency Association president, every citizen “is willing to pay his fair share of the [insurance] tax, when the government is fairly and economically administered.”32 Yet, as industry experts conceded, rates “have no statistical basis [or] scientific foundation, [so insurers] cannot prove their rates are just.”33 And since firms could not justify prices, consumers, politicians, and the press could frame rates as “robbery” and “unfair discrimination” and cast rate-making bureaus as being “as iniquitous and unlawful a combine as was ever formed.” Indeed, insurers’ inability to “prove their rates” meant public criticism and considerable frictions whenever new rates were issued.

Rent seeking II: Counterorganization and politics. By themselves, hostile sentiments were not an intractable problem. But they left the combine vulnerable to trust-busting and statist politics, especially after 1880, as it used stamping offices and other enforcement schemes to consolidate control. Two mechanisms focused scattered frictions into political attacks: consumer counterorganization and entrepreneurial politics. These processes were sometimes fueled by insurers or agents who felt mistreated by the combine and wished to use public sentiment against their rivals.

Consumer counterorganization was quite common and took three forms: (1) organizing a mutual, Lloyd’s, or home company to insure risks in an area or sector; (2) forming policyholder unions to fund legal efforts, promote mutuals, and “meddle” in insurance matters; and (3) mobilizing a local commercial club, businessmen’s association, or board of trade to confront a local rating authority or promote legislation. At the same time, there emerged a cadre of populist, consumer-sensitive crusaders who sought to redress wrongs—and promote their careers—by prosecuting insurers in the courts and introducing anticompany laws.34 The generally moderate Western Underwriter “explains,”

In former times, companies were willing to disgorge from their exchequers to a certain extent to kill hostile legislation. [But] companies were being “held up” for such amounts, and with increasing persistence until they called a halt. . . . Then began a systematic hammering by legislators, solely for revenge, while they played to the gallery in an ostensible crusade against “combines” and “robbers.”35

The paper reacted similarly to Kansas Commissioner Webb McNall and his late 1890s attack on the Clarkson Bureau:

[He] goes off half-cocked. No one questions his sincerity or honesty. Evidently he thinks he is doing the public a great service, even if he has gubernatorial aspirations and wants to get prominently before the public.36

To make matters worse, insurers’ legitimacy problems developed within an institutional context that focused and amplified diffuse sentiments. First, the decentralization of the U.S. polity, the delegation of insurance regulation to the states, and the local nature of rate making meant that consumers did not have to solve national collective action problems. Instead, they could counterorganize and lobby locally. Second, consumers were already organized in the nineteenth century:

[P]ractically every city [and town] has its trade organization, a chamber of commerce, or a board of trade, composed of the leading business men of the city . . . . An increase in rates on
risks owned by these men means opposition—and opposition which counts, for the organization already exists by which it can be concentrated.  

Third, the states contained many points of entry. Groups closed out of a key assembly committee could often find support in the state attorney general’s office, on a city council, or even in county court. Fourth, electoral politics, the openness of the American polity, and the presence of an independent local press aided organization and fostered effective attacks even in the absence of well-organized consumer groups. Exposés on rate hikes and local political heroes’ fights against the combine sold copy, publicized entrepreneurship, and played a major role in stirring up hostile public sentiment.

Last, but not least, were the models, rhetorics, and general suspicion of trusts and combines that emerged from similar struggles against Standard Oil in Ohio, the schoolbook trust in Missouri, and more. Like the emerging norms for rate making, these sentiments and frames represented resources for mobilization against the insurance trust, both for organized interests and for politicians claiming to champion a public interest.

Thus, efforts by insurers to raise rates or implement new enforcement schemes rapidly escalated into public debates, the mobilization of a commercial club, or an anticompetitive proposal. In fact, as Figures 1 and 2 show, these forces were sufficiently strong that from 1885 to 1910, twenty-three states instituted anticompetitive measures that specifically banned insurance combinations and/or permanently enjoined companies from cooperative rate making.

Anticompetitive laws resulted from a broad movement in which property owners, large and small businesses, and groups like the Grand Rapids furniture makers, the Kansas Farmers Alliance, and policyholders of Palestine, Texas, organized mass meetings and successfully mobilized the state against the industry. In addition, anticompetitive measures had a regional character that reflected the three axes of unfair discrimination discussed above: large versus small risks, cities versus towns, and East versus West. Anticompetitive laws were concentrated in the rural and agrarian Midwest and South. In contrast, national and regional associations were dominated by Northeastern and foreign firms. Furthermore, anticompetitive states with exemptions for limited cooperation were geographically or economically closer to the Northeastern industrial core than states without exemptions.

But perhaps most important of all, anticompetitive laws reactivated associations’ internal collective action problems and undermined their control over markets.

External politics subverted internal solutions. While associations tried to evade bans on cooperation, anticompetitive measures forced insurers to devote resources to lobbying, publicity, and court battles. Moreover, anticompetitive measures significantly raised the costs of association. They altered the payoffs to cooperation and provided actors with support and rationales for defection. And they prompted associations to delay or eschew rate hikes, punitive measures, and the implementation of sanctioning devices. Ohio Attorney General Monnett’s “spirited attack” on the insurance trust in the late 1890s exemplifies this process.

Few sectors of the state are free from the contagion of rate cutting. [Monnett] had the effect of frightening the companies [and brought] about the present results. The session of the legislature coming on just as it did heightened the scare, and the threats of . . . legislation either served as an excuse for violating rules or really inspired a fear of the consequences. Companies cannot be depended on for the remedy . . . as it gives the attorney general another excuse to start in on another crusade.
power to order changes in rates and was used by the superintendent to order 12 to 17 percent statewide rate reductions. In 1910, Texas and Louisiana took rate making out of the companies' hands entirely and assigned that task to state insurance boards. In 1912, Kentucky also chose a statist path. Lacking a compelling solution to the problems of predation and hostile public sentiment, associations were politically impossible, and the only options insurers faced were either publicly enforced markets or direct statist control.

3. STEPS TOWARD INSTITUTIONAL AUTHORIZATION

These options shifted, however, as debates and political struggles yielded new analyses, structural reforms, and pacts. In some cases, insurers promoted reform. In others, rationalization and reform were forced on insurers over their objections. Yet in the late 1890s, reforms began to prompt outsiders to cooperate with rate-making bureaus. By the late 1900s, consumers, legislators, and regulators in some states were convinced that enforced markets and statism served neither the industry nor its customers; they qualified and then abandoned such measures and started to pass “rate regulation” laws that authorized associations and rate compacts in fire insurance (see Table 1). Legal endorsement began in 1911 in New York but was soon embraced even by ardent anticompetitive states. By 1920, twenty-four states had endorsed fire insurance associations; by 1937, thirty-one states had joined the movement; and by 1950, this stance was nearly universal.

This turnabout rested on a variety of factors and innovations that emerged from the struggles over combination from the 1890s through the early 1910s.

Market failures. Rate wars, conflagrations, and political conflicts generated severe shortages and waves of bankruptcies. Since insurance was needed for credit, these market failures not only exposed policyholders to loss, but they also disrupted finance and trade and heightened consumer interests in steady insurance supplies. Furthermore, market failures served as objective lessons or events that increased buyers' receptivity to arguments for association and enhanced the credibility of insurers' efforts to reframe price fixing as economically rational.

For example, the 1898 New York rate war drove rates so low that insurers cut back on underwriting en masse and produced a nationwide insurance shortage. The shortage left "tough risks" in Chicago without protection and prevented Eastern merchants from exploiting changes in customs rules. Commercial insurers took this lesson to heart. "Whilst we are interested in a low scale of premium charges," wrote one such group,

unbridled competition in fire insurance rates is not in the best interests of the public, because it leads to the depletion of reserves held for contingencies, the gradual elimination of the smaller companies, reduction in the quantity and quality of the insurance obtainable, and [an] increase in rates—especially where the amount of insurance needed is large.
Table 1
States That Authorized Rating Compacts in Fire Insurance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>1911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>1913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>1913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>1913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>1915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>1915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>1915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>1915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>1915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>1916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>1917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>1917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>1917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>1917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>1917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>1917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>1917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>1919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>1919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>1919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>1919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>1937</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(repealed 1917, reinstated 1947)
(first rate control law passed 1911)
(after state made rates from 1912-1915)
(tacit recognition, first rate control law passed 1909)
(companies must “file or cause to be filed” rates)
(possibly as early as 1910)
(first rate control law in 1919)
(de facto recognition of state rate-making board)

States that authorized rating associations in 1944 and 1945

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alabama</th>
<th>Tennessee</th>
<th>District of Columbia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

States that authorized rating associations for the first time between 1947 and 1950

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alaska</th>
<th>Delaware</th>
<th>Maine</th>
<th>Nebraska</th>
<th>Rhode Island</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scientific rates and a model of rational order. Market failures did not themselves yield a cooperative solution. On the contrary, solving market failures via association presupposed compelling theoretical and normative rationales for cooperation and market control, including coherent principles for fixing prices and allocating loss costs. Such rationales were essential given the problems of predation and justification posed by private association.

The requisite principles emerged piecemeal from debates over rates during the 1880s and 1890s. They were systematized in the 1890s by a group of reformers and actuaries that included A. F. Dean, the industry’s leading rationalizing agent, and were rapidly disseminated in the 1890s and early 1900s through various means. These included books like Dean’s *The Rationale of Fire Rates*, newspaper articles, a lecture series at Yale, and public hearings held during the era of legislative investigations. Between 1909 and 1913, New York’s influential Merritt Investigating Committee amplified these principles in its report, as did other state investigations and the National Convention of Insurance Commissioners.

In this view, insurance was a “tax” that pools community resources and covers the losses of the few via small tariffs on the many.55 According to this code, “there must be sufficient funds” to cover losses and “provide a surplus.” Furthermore, “the rate of fire tax assessment must be equitably made” so that no individual or group is “assessed at a greater rate than its just proportion” or bears more than its fair share of the tax burden.56

Three principles for apportioning the tax were critical. First, an individual, group, or locality should be assessed “upon its own merits” and charged “rates based on the amount of hazard” it posed.57 Insureds should carry their own weight and be taxed in proportion to the loss costs they impose on the community. They should receive low rates for meritorious behavior like reducing hazards through prevention and suffer rate penalties for being careless with combustibles or other morally hazardous behaviors.

Second, while insureds vary and should be taxed different rates, rating authorities must subject all risks to equal or “identical rating treatment” and assign “like rates to like hazards” without partiality or unfair discrimination.58 Third, rates must be based on impartial, scientific analyses of the hazards, statistical data, and the loss costs or loss ratios for each risk or risk class.59 Rate making should be performed by statistical experts and engineers who were insulated from politics and the pressures of “business getting” and could set rates in accordance with actuarial science. Moreover, rate makers should base rates on the inspection of risks, on detailed knowledge of the causes of fires, and on bodies of loss data extensive enough to exploit the “laws of the large numbers.”

As a group, these principles projected a vision of insurance as a scientifically administered, quasi-public market. Embodying “modernist” commitments to rationality, merit, and the rule of law, they provided participants with a compelling guide for fixing rates and avoiding predation. In addition, these principles enabled
reformers, insurance experts, and regulators to recast unchecked competition as irrational and association as the industry's salvation. Cooperation among insurers was needed, advocates argued, to standardize risk classifications and generate sufficient loss data to use laws of averages. Cooperation was also needed, advocates continued, because competition decoupled rates from hazards and fostered moral hazard, discrimination, and insolencies. Price warfare kept insurers from levying rate penalties on hazardous properties and increased burning rates. Furthermore, commercial insurers used market power to get rates and rebates that were not available to others. Further still, price wars drove rates below loss costs so that companies could not accumulate adequate reserves or withstand conflagrations. Hence, cooperation was vital not just to make scientific rates but also to enforce proportionate relations between rates and hazards, protect consumers from company failures, and preserve incentives for eliminating hazards. In fact, by using associations to link rates to hazards, reformers hoped to safeguard the insurance system from price warfare while channeling interfirm rivalry into cooperation and competition over prevention and cost reduction.

Thus, by 1900 or so, participants had begun to converge on an economic rationale for association and norms for fixing reasonable rates. First articulated by companies to defend rates in the 1880s, these principles were subsequently used by politicians, insurers, and the press to attack the combine. But in the late 1890s, these norms came to serve as a framework or common language within which insurers and their opponents could talk to each other, come to terms, and craft three structural reforms—schedule rating, fire prevention, and collective bargaining.

Schedule rating. Developed in the 1890s, schedule rating was a rate-making method for pricing commercial risks. This method defined a standard building and a basis rate that reflected the qualities of the structure, its location, and the area's firefighting facilities. It also defined (1) credits for good construction, firefighting appliances, and the owner's prevention efforts and (2) charges for substandard construction, exposure, occupancy, and hazards on the premises. To price a risk, an inspection bureau surveyed the premises, determined the basis rate, and adjusted the rate using the credits and charges noted by the survey. Owners wishing to reduce rates could eliminate deficiencies and apply for a rating.

Schedule rating was a symbolic and material boon to insurers. First, it generated rates that demonstrably reflected the hazards a property and its owner posed for the community. It thus brought rates in line with rate norms and enabled insurers to explain their rates. In fact, by tying rates to the documented features of a risk, schedules let insurers reframe public discourse about high rates in terms of the individual property owner and his (de)merits. Second, schedule rating extended a quid pro quo that promised insureds lower rates in exchange for their taking steps to reduce hazards. It let commercial insureds pursue lower costs individually, within the system, and offered politically powerful consumers alternatives to anticompany politics.

Driven partly by moral hazard problems, schedule rating and scientific methods were also political responses to public opinion and "the necessity for meeting in some intelligent manner the anti-insurance sentiment in State legislatures." As one firm put it, "a first class schedule is the business rejoinder to the anticompete law." In this rejoinder, insurers used schedule rating to recast high prices and deflect attention from associations to policyholders.

Since it lists the various defects of each risk and the charges made for the same, property owners [will] realize that they are not suffering from the effects of arbitrary discrimination or of personal judgment of the rater, since it is evident that the rate on their own property is governed entirely by its own faults or merits.

The discursive gains from schedule rating were crucial. Agents now have a means of explaining rates [and] can now show the insured that his rates are of his own making. The inspection bureaus have all the information necessary... It now remains with the insured to pay high or low rates as he sees fit.

Agents endorsed schedule rating, as did state officials. "It makes for fairness and equity," noted Wisconsin's insurance commissioner, and will solve "the perplexing problems of rates and discrimination that... stalk in company office and legislative hall." New York's Investigating Committee agreed.

When the insured sees just how, by making certain changes in his building, he can obtain a more favorable rate, there is a direct appeal to his pocket, which is at once taken advantage of... [T]he rate for a given risk, when a schedule is established, is perfectly definite. It is that fact that gives schedules one of its chief virtues, the fact that it eliminated discrimination... on the basis of "influence."

More important, consumers were persuaded and responded to insurers' call. We "placed a premium on carelessness," wrote the chief of the Ohio Inspection Bureau of schedule rating in Columbus, and "all the property owners got busy and the fire losses were reduced." Chicago theater owners likewise "got busy" with reconstruction, even though rating those death traps under schedule "advanced rates considerably," because rates "can be successfully and intelligently explained to the public."

Prevention and collective bargaining. Before 1890, fire insurers took risks as they came. Yet in the 1890s, insurers made prevention a priority and laid an institutional foundation for a nationwide campaign against "fire waste." As a part of this effort, insurers formed networks of inspection bureaus, the Underwriters Laboratories, and prevention associations. Insurers used this array to learn about the causes of fires, to craft prevention protocols and model building codes, and to forge ties with engineering societies and building trades. Insurers also used this array to inspect every U.S. city and hundreds of small towns. And in this process,
insurers began to bargain collectively with civic groups, local officials, and trade boards, offering lowered rates for specific improvements like passing building codes or razing hazardous stretches of buildings.

The logic of prevention and collective bargaining paralleled that of schedule rating, right down to merit principles, the deflection of blame for high rates, and ways for consumers to pursue their interests within the system. As a manager of the Indianapolis Fire Inspection Bureau told the city's Commerce Club, rates are insureds' responsibility.

It is up to you gentlemen, to enact ordinances and laws compelling good construction, safe installation of electric wires, or steam pipes, of proper storage of gasoline... It is up to you to see that... the fire department keep pace with the growth of the city and that politics, the bane of all such organizations, be kept out of the department.71

Others joined insurers to amplify this call. "You are barking up the wrong tree," a creditors association pamphlet advised, by complaining about high rates without giving heed to that which inevitably makes them so... Instead of railing at the insurance companies, might it not be more sensible to see what we can do to cut down the losses?... The insurance companies have... suggested methods so losses can be cut down, and rates correspondingly reduced. [G]et in touch with the nearest rating bureau and ascertain what can be done about your rate. If you can do this in association with a group of business neighbors, so much the better, because your interests are bound up with theirs in the matter.72

And in growing numbers, consumers responded, especially when facing "pink slip" advances. In Philadelphia, for example, trade groups turned from protesting rate advances to hearty cooperation with the underwriters, and to... legislation that led to the best building laws... the installation of over seven miles of high pressure water pipes, with independent pumping stations [and a 20 percent reduction in rates].73

Businessmen across the country played along, from those in Knoxville, who organized a Fire Insurance League to have their pink slip removed, to those in Des Moines and Duluth, who were aided by policyholder unions that had found a profitable niche in prevention and consumer advocacy. This quid pro quo even transformed the competitive game for firms and agents.

The public is being educated to the fact that the rate is determined by the hazard, and not by the insurance "trust." [P]roperty owners are making a study of fire protection and the agent stands to him as an expert adviser... Herefore, the "personal equation" has been a large factor in soliciting... [N]ow the agent who can show the assured how to get a lower rate by making improvements will be the man who will get the business.74

Like schedule rating, prevention and collective bargaining helped insurers make rates in a defensible manner and increased outsiders' willingness to accept associations. Evidence of burst water mains or failure to respond to alarms effectively refuted charges of extortion. In addition, bargaining and prevention made rates local affairs and enabled politicians to deliver lower rates to their constituencies by working with insurance bureaus. They thus altered the opportunities politicians faced and deflected activism over rates from anticompany politics into municipal reform and public works. Furthermore, schedule rating, fire prevention, and bargaining effectively used price controls to channel competition and cooperation within the industry into learning, improvement, and loss cost reduction.

However, these reforms served large or organized consumers and did relatively little for disorganized interests and small customers. And while schedules and bargaining enhanced the rationality of rate making, they did not provide insurers with objective standards for fixing basis rates, surcharges, or credits or for setting class rates that applied en masse to small risks like family dwellings. Lacking standards, rating bureaus remained vulnerable to criticism.75

Classified experience. Aware of this problem, reformers pushed for a change that directly implemented the new theory of rates: Create a uniform plan for classifying risks, have firms supply an actuarial board with loss data for each risk class, and use that data to make or adjust rates in accordance with actuarial science. Reformers used life insurance as a model and sought to build a mortality table for fire losses.76 Such tables, advocates explained, "would command the respect of the public [and] restore harmony between the public and the companies."77

The push for combined classification and actuarial bureaus began in earnest during the 1890s in the politically torn Midwest and was promoted by Dean and his colleagues through the 1900s.78 This effort received enthusiastic support from analysts, trade journals, and the public. But companies withheld their loss data on the grounds that they were trade secrets and delayed this program for decades.79

These delays provoked demands from regulators and consumers for classified data and talk about using the state to compel cooperation.80 Classified data even became a key issue in the legislative investigations of the 1910s. "[Y]ou should have a classification to base your estimate on," a former commissioner told the New York Investigating Committee,

and then, if a citizen comes to the authorities and said, "My rate is too high," the judge would have something to base an opinion on... [O]therwise it would be a matter of guesswork.81

The committee agreed. "It is perfectly certain," it wrote after grilling industry officials about their failure to deliver,

that the public has a right to demand and is going to demand that in return for the right to combine the companies shall furnish equitable rates and not only that but that they shall put themselves into the position to demonstrate [through combined loss experience] that they are furnishing equitable rates.82
Yet it was not until 1915 that the National Board created the Actuarial Bureau and began to collect and tabulate classified experience from its members.

Politically, this reform was too little, too late. Delays in implementation deeply frustrated consumer groups, regulators, and lawmakers. Furthermore, insurance bureaus backslid on earlier reforms, sometimes failing to deliver on their bargains with local governments and consumer groups. They put off reinspections, occasionally raised rates after a town put time and money into improvements, and appropriated policyholders’ investments in prevention.

Rate regulation. By 1910, it was clear that consumers and public officials would not accept association without public safeguards against appropriation and high rates. Insurers fought regulation, fearing that it would expose rates to politics and let populists legislate rate cuts. However, in state after state—and as a condition for avoiding antitrust laws and statism—coalitions of consumer groups, agents, commissioners, and reformers subjected fire insurers to rate regulation.83

Rate regulation was a political settlement or quid pro quo between insurers, consumers, and the state.84 Texas excepted, the states authorized insurers to form associations and fix prices. However, as a condition for authorization, states also subjected rates and associations to public control. First, rating laws endorsed schedule rating and forbade unfair discrimination in rates. Some states went further to ban rates that were “excessive,” “unreasonable,” or that yielded underwriting profits above 5 percent. Second, rating laws provided regulators and consumers with administrative machinery for ordering changes in rates that exceeded profit limits, discriminated unfairly, and/or were substantially disproportionate to hazards. Third, rating laws empowered commissioners to examine associations and officers and required companies to file rates, organizational data, and/or classified loss experience with the state. Finally, some laws supplemented administrative safeguards by promoting mutual insurers, which subjected bureaus and their members to market competition based on prevention and risk reduction.85

Rate regulation was decisive for resolving insurers’ institutional difficulties. It consolidated and extended earlier reforms. Furthermore, it instituted third-party mediation and provided consumers with ways to appeal rates and hold insurers to their bargains. In effect, rate regulation granted outsiders state power to enforce fairness principles, ensure parity between rates and loss costs, and force bureaus to share the gains from prevention. And to make public safeguards effective, regulation substantially expanded the states’ administrative capacities. Indeed, filings, classified data, and examination powers provided consumers and state officials with an independent database. They enhanced outsiders’ abilities to monitor the industry and enabled public officials to adjudicate rate disputes authoritatively.

Taken together, rate regulation, schedule rating, and the rest settled the problems of rent seeking and authorization. While granting insurers public powers, regulation and reforms turned associations away from predatory predation into improvement and the production of public goods. This reformed association system not only promoted learning about loss costs, hazards, and the causes of fires, but it also tied prices to costs, channeled cooperation and competition into prevention and cost reduction, and harnessed the sector to the task of rebuilding America’s cities, towns, and factories. Through these means, the system decreased the occurrence and severity of conflagrations and reduced loss costs—and rates—by almost 50 percent from 1910 to 1940.86

Regulation and reform hardly ended complaints about rates. Rather, they fragmented and depoliticized opposition by channeling complaints into individualized administrative negotiations over particulars.87 Furthermore, reforms lifted external constraints on enforcement and directly enhanced insurers’ cooperative capacities. Improved data on losses reduced the chances that firms would underbid their costs or start price wars out of ignorance. Cost data served as a “stop rate” and could have a “steadying effect upon rates” as they gave firms “something tangible to hold onto and furnish a bound below which self-interests would not allow the companies to go.”88 Reforms also induced firms to compete by helping insureds reduce hazards and loss costs. They made individual firms’ competitive success dependent on collectively produced items like rate schedules and inspection services, increasing insurers’ interests in cooperation. Finally, regulation made rate norms and compacts more or less legally binding in a number of states.89

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION: SOME CONDITIONS FOR ASSOCIATION

Increasingly, scholars have moved beyond markets and hierarchies to study associations and other economic forms. Researchers have found that associations and price controls represent alternatives to states, markets, and vertically integrated firms and can promote innovative and dynamically efficient production.90 Researchers have also found that the rise of the corporation in the American economy was partly a response to the problems firms faced in controlling competition via associations, pools, and other cooperative schemes.91 Determining the conditions for association should thus shed light on both the evolution of the U.S. economy and the possibilities for high-performance alternatives to mass production, corporate hierarchy, and economic centralization.

My findings extend existing analyses of these conditions. First, I show that association is a multilevel project in which problems of predation and institutional authorization are as important as internal problems of enforcement. Second, I identify solutions to the predation problem and some conditions under which industry outsiders will endorse association as an alternative to statism, markets, and corporate hierarchies.

Nested games and predation. The difficulties insurers faced with defection and free riding partly confirm existing research. Prisoner’s dilemmas and enforce-
ment problems shape the prospects for association, as do the number of firms, interfirmer heterogeneity, and other industry conditions that directly affect the cost of organizing compacts. Yet the game of organizing cooperation within an industry is embedded or nested within a broader political-institutional arena, one where state actors, consumers, experts, and other outsiders organize to evaluate, support, or oppose firms’ associative projects. Firms seeking to associate must therefore secure the endorsement or forbearance of actors and agencies in the broader surround. And since legal enforcement can overcome organizing problems that firms cannot solve privately, authorization and its conditions may prove as, if not more, decisive for association than industry factors and enforcement costs.

Embeddedness creates underappreciated dilemmas for associations and raises issues of institutional design that go beyond internal control. As firms solve enforcement problems, they create opportunities and incentives for monopoly predation: firms can raise prices above costs and profit at consumers’ expense. At a minimum, this use of association can diminish competitive pressures for improvement, dissipate positive-sum gains, and alienate key players, particularly when elites are committed to the politics of productivity or growth. In effect, associations pose a principal-agent problem for outsiders. Cooperation and price controls can yield dynamic efficiencies and benefit consumers, workers, and other sectors. Yet by tolerating or delegating authority to associations, states and other outsiders enable firms to act in collectively opportunistic ways and expose themselves and their constituencies to risks of arbitrary appropriation.

Solving enforcement problems can also spark fatally hostile responses in the broader setting. By subjecting consumers to externalities and threatening state sovereignty, associations increase the payoffs to counterorganization. Furthermore, associations are systems of rule that suppress price setting by impartial and presumably impartial market forces. As such, associations raise issues of fair price, create legitimacy crises, and can provide industry outsiders with grounds for criticizing the industry and mobilizing anticompany coalitions. Thus, organization within an industry can induce external games where statism or antitrust politics emerge as the dominant strategy.

Different games will emerge in different settings. One possibility—evidenced by fire insurance and the nineteenth-century American economy more generally—is populist protest, antitrust politics, and market-enforcing policies. Such responses are most likely in open and decentralized polities, when a free press and electoral politics prevail, when regional economic conflict is intense, or when consumers are small in number, homogeneous, or already organized. Market-enforcing responses are also fueled by certain economic ideas. The prevalence of neoclassical economics within academic and policy circles can even promote antitrust action by state agencies in the absence of populist mass mobilization.

In contrast, populist trust-busting has not characterized European or Japanese economic systems. Given centralized polities, powerful economic ministries, the influence of labor, and the international position of these economies, we would expect statist intervention rather than trust-busting. We might also expect responses to association that are more preoccupied with export competitiveness, state prerogatives, and issues of public order than regional discrimination or consumer welfare. But in either case, intra-industry organizing is dynamically linked to the broader surround and can activate external organizing and fatal political opposition. And as insurers’ experiences suggest, external games and even the threat of hostile institutional responses can transform payoffs within associations, rendering solved or partially solved control problems intractable.

Hence, solving the Olsonian problem of collective action is necessary but not sufficient for collective self-regulation. Instead, firms seeking to govern through associations must simultaneously solve both internal problems of bad faith and external problems of predation, legitimation, and institutional authorization.

Hypotheses regarding authorization. Under what conditions, then, will autonomous states, mobilized consumer groups, and other industry outsiders endorse or at least accept associations and private price controls? My analysis suggests first that authorization hinges partly on industry conditions, including a sector’s vulnerability to market failures and the centrality of its products. Market failures provide outsiders who depend on steady and high-quality supplies of the industry’s output with a material interest in regulation and market stabilization. Market failures also increase the credibility of arguments for association and can provide advocates with leverage to discredit opponents and reframe public debates to their advantage. Moreover, consumers and business groups will be most interested in stabilizing markets when the product is indispensable—that is, required for other transactions or mandated by law—and when few or no substitutes exist.

However, market failure is not sufficient for authorization. Cooperative solutions must be fought for, justified, and linked with outsiders’ concerns. This is especially true given the questions associations raise about fair price and their potential for degenerating into predatory practices that leave outsiders worse off than before. Accordingly, I suggest that authorization also depends on conceptions of control or theories of pricing and markets that express prevailing principles of rationality, efficiency, and justice and supply participants with compelling economic rationales for cooperation and price control.

Overall, outsiders are more likely to accept association once reformers or experts craft a theory of markets that casts unchecked competition as inefficient and highlights the payoffs of price control for politicians, consumer groups, and their constituencies. Such a theory is a potent mobilizing or legitimating resource as it can help advocates frame problems and alter others’ perceptions of the costs of alternatives. Equally important is whether participants converge on norms or theories of pricing that operationalize generally held visions of rationality and fairness and define defensible metrics for sharing costs among trading partners.
As answers to questions about fair value, these norms supply firms with standards for tempering predation and for reframing or justifying associations, prices, and their distributional effects. They are also intellectual resources for developing structural reforms. These norms or theories of price can even serve as a common language or framework within which firms and their adversaries can talk to each other, reach agreements, and forge reform coalitions.

Neoinstitutionalists have begun to show how theories of markets and prices can help actors mobilize support, influence policymakers, and (de)legitimize governance. Models of markets and market failure were instrumental in the rise of the corporation, the rise and fall of regulation, and the demise of the conglomerate.96 Moreover, the American railroads’ failure to obtain state sanction for pools in the nineteenth century apparently derived, in part, from a failure to converge on norms of fair price: Many shippers and officials felt that rates should be proportional to the distance traveled and sought rate parity. But railroads and Eastern merchants stressed fixed burdens and scale economies, arguing that long-haul rates should be lower than rates for short-haul traffic.100 Associations also faced insurmountable theoretical obstacles in the 1920s, as regulators, judges, and government economists steeped in neoclassical economics refused to countenance open price schemes.101 Used strategically, models like agency theory and theories of perfect competition can be potent material forces.

In fire insurance, the theoretical and normative conditions for association were met by scientific rate making and a model of insurance as a rationally administered, quasi-public market. Systematized by reformers and actuarial experts, these theories cast insurance as a system of taxation. They allocated the rate burden in proportion to the hazard or costs an individual or group imposed on the community and described rate making as a scientific operation based on statistical laws and the impartial analysis of hazards by experts and engineers. These theories also presented an analysis of market failure or ruinous competition, one that demonstrated how cooperation and price controls were needed to implement actuarial science and safeguard consumers from discrimination and company insolvency. In short, these theories mobilized commitments to rationality, merit, science, and the rule of law to make compelling economic arguments for cooperation and to provide associations with guidelines for making rates that outsiders would accept as reasonable and fair. Furthermore, these rate-making principles facilitated structural reforms that helped bring regulators and consumer groups into the associational coalition.

The importance of structural reforms for building coalitions between insurers and outsiders suggests that authorization also depends on a third condition: the institution of pricing practices and bargaining schemes that link prices to costs, incorporate trading partners into the regime, and generate incentives and opportunities for improvement and cost reduction. Associations foster opposition largely because they let firms arbitrarily raise rates above costs and extract resources from consumers. And as insurers quickly discovered, failure to reform pricing practices once rate norms emerge will magnify rather than mitigate public criticism. However, associations can alleviate opposition through reforms that tie prices to costs and that induce firms to invest rents into cost reduction, improvement, or the production of public goods. Associations can further alleviate opposition by providing trading partners and their representatives with ways to participate in these processes and gains, that is, by incorporating consumers and other organized interests into the regime.

The specific form these devices must take is an open question. What is important are mechanisms that channel associations from redistributive zero-sum efforts into positive-sum games that harness cooperation and price control to cost reduction or the creation of new benefits. In insurance, participants realized these ends through schedules, collective bargaining, and fire prevention, although efforts by associations in printing and hardware suggest that other devices can achieve these results.102 Likewise important are structural linkages that supply trading partners with ways to realize gains, bargain over outcomes, and pursue their interests in economy or fairness within the associational system. Associations must provide outsiders with reliable alternatives to politics and disorganize the opposition. Indeed, as research on labor relations also has found, participation and gain-sharing schemes such as collective bargaining can induce actors to accept short-term sacrifices and the existing structure of control and can shift participants from anticompany politics and stalemates to games of consent based on depoliticized, local, or individual struggles over particulars.103

Finally, authorization may ultimately depend on state or effective third-party systems of monitoring, mediation, and enforcement. The evidence from insurance is clear. Consumers and institutional actors are not likely to endorse cooperation and private controls unless they can mobilize state power to appeal company decisions, hold firms to their bargains, and keep the system aligned with rate norms or efficiency principles. In general, consumers, public officials, and other outsiders have significant stakes in credible safeguards against predation and in mechanisms that enforce the rules of new positive-sum games. Not surprisingly, state or private third-party oversight often characterizes successful and politically acceptable associational systems, ranging from self-regulation in the securities industry to mesocorporatist schemes, export associations, and rationalization cartels.104

The evidence is also clear that credible public safeguards presuppose the existence or creation of administrative capacities.105 As insureds and regulators realized, these capacities hinged not only on budgets and staff but also on the creation of expertise, independent data, and a competitive fringe within the regulated industry. Expertise and data like classified experience are vital for monitoring compliance and for regulators’ ability to evaluate and authoritatively adjudicate competing rate claims. Without good data, participants can neither prove prices are reasonable nor reliably enforce rate norms. Authorization will fall prey to
consumer distrust and regulators' fears of becoming embroiled in intractable disputes. Furthermore, promoting a competitive fringe can amplify regulators' capacities to temper collective predation by providing state agencies and consumers with economic alternatives and potential political allies.

In sum, the foregoing analysis suggests that states, consumers, and other outsiders will authorize or accept associational governance under four conditions. These conditions are (1) market failure; (2) compelling theoretical rationales for cooperation, including rate norms or distributional principles for equitably allocating costs among trading partners; (3) pricing and bargaining schemes that promote positive-sum games and gain sharing; and (4) credible regulatory safeguards. Unfortunately, a case study cannot determine if all four conditions are necessary for authorization. Nevertheless, it is safe to conclude that each of these conditions increases the likelihood that industry outsiders will endorse association as an alternative to direct state control, publicly enforced markets, and autonomous corporate hierarchies.

The foregoing analysis also has several implications for existing research. First, my findings confirm Elinor Ostrom's claim that actors can solve otherwise intractable problems of cooperation incrementally by using less costly partial solutions to organize further and address larger issues. Arguably, solving problems of predation and instituting the reforms needed for authorization are subject to second- or third-order collective action problems as solving internal control dilemmas and instituting enforcement devices. However, the conditions for authorization in fire insurance were neither developed all at once nor imposed from above. Instead, authorization emerged piecemeal, from the bottom up, via the accretion of partial solutions generated by debates and political struggles over rates. The process began with the articulation of rate norms by insurers and critics, an outcome that required low levels of organization. Once in place, rate norms facilitated the organization of industry reformers around new partial solutions—structural reforms like schedule rating and fire prevention—that altered outsiders' material interests and helped bring business interests, regulators, and local government officials into a supporting coalition. This growing coalition, in turn, enabled lawmakers to conduct public investigations that let reformers disseminate regulatory standards and theories of market failure and so on. Indeed, legislative endorsement and the rate regulatory coalition might not have been possible without this cumulation of partial solutions to the predation problem.

Admittedly, my emphasis on cultural and normative elements departs from previous work in this area. I do not wish to suggest that culture trumps politics or material interest or to engage in often fruitless debates that pit culture against efficiency, politics, or power. My point is simply that actors can secure the external conditions for association incrementally and that rate norms or models, like structural changes, can reduce organizing costs and create possibilities for broader solutions to the dilemmas of cooperation.

My findings also provide new insights into regulation and the American state. First, they call into question claims by Stigler and others that anticompany politics reduce the prospects for viable association. For Stigler, politics deters firms that cannot control competition privately from seeking state-enforced cartels. Fearful that hostile outsiders would use regulation to reduce prices, firms will resist intervention, leaving the industry and its associations to limp along without effective enforcement powers. The insurance case suggests a contrary view: Organized consumers or autonomous states are necessary to counter private power and deflect sectors away from predatory market control strategies. Industries cannot be relied on to make this transition on their own. Instead, firms and associations may need hostile publics, organized consumers, and autonomous states to force them into positive-sum—and politically acceptable—equilibria. Moreover, firms and associations may also need mobilized consumer groups and strong states to realize specific conditions for authorization like collective bargaining. To be sure, authorized self-regulation is not likely when consumer groups are hopelessly fragmented and building administrative capacities is politically impossible.

Second, my findings challenge conventional wisdom regarding federalism and the weakness of the American state relative to the power of business. Companies did use insurance strikes to pit states against one another and subvert regulation. Nevertheless, the system displayed surprising possibilities, dynamics, and strengths. Through cooperative action and the support of the Supreme Court, states and insurance regulators did manage to build the administrative capacities needed for public oversight and even subjected insurers to a credible threat of statism control. Moreover, decentralized public authority and the openness of the states to local anticompany pressures reduced organizing costs for consumer groups and other outsiders, effectively facilitating the political opposition and collective bargaining needed to reach a new equilibrium. Perhaps most important, federalism and decentralization meant that participants did not have to develop a single comprehensive national solution to the problems of the insurance trust. Instead, states like Georgia and Nebraska could pursue antitrust politics through the 1940s without preventing states like New York from implementing and testing rate regulatory alternatives. In effect, the federalism permitted diversity, regional adaptation, and dissent. It absorbed extremism and created political space for experimentation and compromise solutions, which could then diffuse to the rest of the system. Had participants been forced to find a single, federal-level solution to the insurance trust problem, agrarian forces in Congress or judicial proclivities might have vetoed these efforts from the outset.

Finally, my analysis of association bears on the growing reassessment of conventional efficiency theories of the modern firm. Sociologists and others have asserted with increasing force that the rise of the corporation in the United States resulted from political and cultural factors, rather than economizing or efficiency pressures. But with a few exceptions, advocates have not strengthened that
argument by documenting the existence of efficient, economically viable alternatives to vertical integration and the corporate hierarchy in the late nineteenth-century American economy. Fire insurance is such a case. As an industry that instituted a regionally decentralized and dynamically efficient system of association and price controls, fire insurance provides additional evidence that the corporation is not the only high-performance solution to market forces and that efficiency pressures did not uniquely determine the choice of corporate form. From the standpoint of economic constraints, other high-performance alternatives were, in fact, available to American business.
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